Discover how we enabled an agile workspace environment for a Fortune 100 Healthcare Insurance provider.

1 We understand the problem...

The client needed a flexible and dynamic end user solution that would help reduce Opex and Capex, cater to the increase in user volumes, implement Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) with high security levels and transform the end user computing environment.

2 Our Solution can be your game changer...

- Context aware computing along with dynamic workspaces including collaboration suite enabling end users to securely access their workspace anywhere, anytime, on any device
- Solution stack implemented using best in class products offering:
  - Infrastructure Virtualization, Desktop Brokering and User Personalization
  - Multisite Disaster Recovery solution
  - High performance tiered storage architecture
  - Robust and high density compute platforms built around Microsoft's Hyper-V
  - In-built analytics to ensure proactive monitoring and high end user experience

3 Implementation Highlights...

- Solution implemented in 12 months
- Over 50,000 users moved to WaaS
- Utility (Pay-per-use) commercial model enabling simple charge-back model
- Web-based Windows 10 desktop over custom configurations
- 24/7 Support & Monitoring
- In-built Disaster Recovery option

4 The Result Happy Customer...

An estimated cost reduction of 40% over 5 years through reduced support fleet and

Scalable solution with quick provisioning and central management

For more information get in touch with us at Waasnxt@TechMahindra.com
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